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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Beginning teachers have a right to expect many things from their su¬ 

pervisors that will guide and keep them secure In their chosen profession* 

A well organized program of orientation which will meet the Individual 

needs of a teacher Is necessary to Instil! In the teacher the feeling of 

"being wanted" and a sense of being a part of the school system* By being 

a vital segment of the school system a teacher will then Instill In hts 

students the same sense of being a vital part of his school system* 

The administrators role In the orientation of the beginning teacher 

should be one that will fully orient the teacher to his newly acquired 

school and social life* A constant follow-through on the part of the ad¬ 

ministrator should be Included In his program to see how a teacher has 

adjusted and also In order to note any new problems which have arisen. 

The class visitation by the administrator should be a constructive 

program as stated by Fransoth: 

Whether supervision can help Improve education so as to af¬ 
fect the quality of living will depend on the competency of the 
supervisors. The value of good supervision has been demonstrated 
In various ways, but how to help supervisors learn to provide 
quality service Is a problem that needs study.* 

Administrators are concerned with the needs of the beginning teacher 

but their supervisory program may not be adequate, for meeting these needs* 

A program of supervision can be carefully outlined for the beginning 

*Franseth, Jane, Learning to Supervise Schools. U. S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, Clreular #289, 
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teacher* but an outline Is not sufficient. The supervisor must follow 

through In all the phases of the supervisory program. 

A problem which may seem minor to the supervisor may be a major 

block In the success of the Individual teacher. The supervisor therefore 

must constantly be aware of all problems that occur and must bo In a 

position to listen to all of their problems and offer friendly* sincere 

advice for the beginning teacher whenever possible. 

It was the writers belief before making this study that administra¬ 

tors In the public elementary and secondary schools In North Dakota were 

not meeting the basic needs of the beginning teachers under their super¬ 

vision. 

Statement of Problems 

This study was concerned with the following three problems: 

1. To determine the major needs of a beginning teacher. 

2. To determine how the North Dakota school administrators were 
meeting the needs of the beginning teachers under their super¬ 
vision. 

3. To determine whether North Dakota school administrators were In 
agreement with noted authorities as to the needs of the begin¬ 
ning teacher. 

Procedures 

The procedures followed In conducting this Investigation were as 

follows: 

1. A survey of literature was completed to determine the opinions 
of various authors on the major needs of beginning teachers. 

2. The questionnaire was prepared. 

3. Personal Interviews were held with administrators and beginning 
teachers to accumulate additional Information and for validation 
purposes of the questionnaire. 
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4. The selection of administrators for participation In the survey 
was completed, 

5# The questionnaire was sent to the selected administrators and a 
return was requested, 

6, The data from the returns were analyzed. 

Limitations 

The limitations of this Investigation Included the following: 

1, The data were confined to the results of the questionnaire, 

2, The number and distribution of administrators which were se¬ 
lected at random as to school-size classification and geographic 
location limits the results. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A review of literature was undertaken as part of this Investigation 

to obtain the views of various authors as to the major needs of the begin¬ 

ning teacher. The needs of the beginning teacher normally seem to fall 

Into three major divisions: (l) the beginning teacher and his needs, 

(2) general classroom management, (3) the role of the supervisor* The 

first division to be considered was the beginning teacher and his needs 

which has been divided Into three categories: (l) orientation Into the 

community, (2) knowledge of school philosophies, (3) teacher-teacher re¬ 

lations. 

The Beginning Teacher and His Needs 

Much has been said and written about the beginning teacher and his 

needs. His problems or needs have been discussed by various authors and 

the administrative procedures to orient the beginning teachers have been 

clearly outlIned, 

In the overview of literature It was found that the NEA Research* 

on the beginning teacher Indicated that the typical beginning teacher In 

urban school systems starts his or her teaching career somewhere between 

the ages of 23 and 25.**Is three times as likely to be female as male... 

If he Is male his chances of being married are 3 In 5***the majority of 

the women are single...the typical teacher has also spent four years In 

college and has earned at least a bachelor^ degree...In 8 out of 10 cases 

^‘Flrst Year Teachers In 1954 and 1955.11 NEA Research Bulletin. 
February, 1956, pp. 30-45, 
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the beginning teacher Joins a state and local teachers organization In his 

first year of teaching.*,6 out of 10 join the National Education Association 

...his chance of going back to college the summer following are 1 In 3t In¬ 

dicating a high degree of Interest In the teaching profess Ion...contrary 

to what people think, the typical beginning teacher does not live with his 

parents or other relatives at.little or no cost. Only 7.8 percent of the 

beginning teachers have such living arrangements...the beginning teachers 

chances of quitting after the first year are l In 10 and those who do quit, 

leave because of marriage or the birth of a child. Some teachers who 

leave the teaching profession can be expected to return to teaching some¬ 

time later. 

Orientation Into the Community. It Is assumed In the literature 

that the teacher has lived In one community and starts teaching In another; 

otherwise there would be little or no need for social adjustment. 

Christopher2 feels that beginning teachers are concerned with and wish to 

be Informed as to what the community expects of them. They wish to know 

what personal habits are not approved by the community and what Is required 

of a teacher from the community. The community Is often quite set as to 

the limitations of a teacher and the teacher should be well Informed of 

these limitations. 

The NEA Research^ comments that much has been written about the 

Importance of classroom teachers becoming quickly adjusted to the com¬ 

munities In which they begin their careers, and about hew those already 

9 
L. H. Christopher, ^©Assignment and Induction of the New 

Teacher,1' NASSP, 1956, pp, 98-103. 

3NEA Research, op. clt*, p. 3^. 
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In service can help nuke this adjustment. They further recommend that 

teachers find their way Into a church of their choice and civic club, and 

one or more wholesome social groups fairly soon after beginning to teach* 

USA Research** also stresses the Importance of community adjustment 

for the beginning teacher. Adequate living conditions and membership In 

community groups play an Important role In the Social acceptance1 of the 

beginning teacher by the community* 

Included In the freedoms for a teacher, the Utah Education Assocla- 

tlon^ states that a teacher Is often barred by society from participation 

In community and political activities. The teacher should be allowed to 

engage In these activities as an individual and to support his beliefs. 

Knowledge of School Philosophies. Dugan** reports that the begin¬ 

ning teachers in Pennsylvania wanted Information during the course of the 

year on the general philosophies of the school. They wished to be In¬ 

formed on the ‘unwritten laws* of the school and how to order supplies and 

equipment* 

Dugan? In referring to the problem of grading and promotion, com¬ 

ments that It is quite universal among the beginning teachers that the 

problem of grading and that of promotional procedures Is one of the main 

areas In which they definitely need assistance. 

**lbld.. p. 38. 

^Personnel Pol teles. Utah Education Association, Salt lake City, 
Utah. 

**Roy H, Dugan, MNew and Beginning Teachers In Pennsylvania,11 MAASP, 
February, 1961, pp. §8-103. 1 : ’ ‘ ' 

- . 7JbJd., pj 101* ' ' 'i-: 
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Lambert® noted that first year teachers wished to know how to order 

films, wished to be Informed on the schools special services, children^ 

health, and how the distributive education program Is operated* 

The authors do agree that policies on the operation of school serv¬ 

ices cannot be left In the dark. The teacher must have a clear under¬ 

standing of these policies If he Is to be expected to abide by the school 

regulations* 

Teacher-Teacher Relations, Stoops® In his discussion of the begin¬ 

ning teacher feels that the young teacher learns by Imitation, Let the 

new teacher observe the efficient and experienced teachers at work.. Every 

teacher In the school should share a measure of responsibility for the 

success or the failure of the beginning teacher. 

Christopher'0 advises that next to salary, most teachers are con¬ 

cerned about the equitable distribution of work loads. This Is not evi¬ 

dence of lack of devotion on the part of the teacher, rather, It Infers 

that they want to do a good Job. A fair teaching load produces more 

efficient work and yields vast dividends. 

It Is generally agreed that teacher meetings which are held prior 

to the opening of school have proved worthwhile In the orientation pro¬ 

gram, Mitchell' feels that these pre-school teacher meetings make It 

®S. M. Lambert, “The TeacheHs First Year.11 NEA Journal. March, 
1956, pp. 152-153. 

®E. Stoops, "Administrative Responsibilities for Helping the Begin¬ 
ning Teacher," J^tetlonsSchooLst April, 1956, pp, 72-74, 

'°Chrlstopher, 0£* clt.. p, 100. 

"K. A. Mitchell, "Orientation of the Newly Appointed Teacher," 
NAASP. May, 1955, PP. 80-88. 
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possible for the beginning teachers to meet staff members and people of 1 

the community, socially as well as professionally. Such practices tend 

toward the building of a feeling of security and belonging. 

The New Brunswick local teachers club welcomes the new teacher Into 

their ranks with the following Interesting warm welcome found In their 

teachers1 manuals , . 

Shipmates, Ahoy, Come on Aboard. The crew Is glad to have 
you. We all had to go through boot training, but with the help of 
members of the crew and perhaps a seasick remedy or two, we lived 
to tell the tale. As the school year goes by and you become a 
hardy sailor, you will look back and laugh at the things that 
worry you now...Now you*re on your way, good luck to you,*2 

Orientation Into the community for the beginning teacher should be 

the role of everyone In the community, The supervisor, other teachers, 

and the people of the community should aid the beginning teacher to become 

an active, well adjusted, and Informed member of the community. 

It Is also Important that the beginning teacher be Informed as to 

the policies that regulate the operation of the various school services. 

Supervisors should also Inform the beginning teacher as to the school 

philosophies on policies of promotion and grading. 

A friendly welcome extended to the beginning teacher by efficient 

and ej<perienced teachers from the school tend toward the building of 

security and belonging. This security and belonging will in turn yield 

vast dividends and efficient work from this new teacher. 

Genera! classroom management, a beginning teacher problem Is pre¬ 

sented In the following chapter division* 

l2>bld.. p. 86, 
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General Classroom Management 

Most authors agree that through sound supervisory practices the su¬ 

pervisor can be an Important asset to the beginning teacher In acquiring 

experiences In coping with various methods of classroom management, 

Dugan feels that poor classroom discipline results In poor teaching 

as Indicated In the following statement! 

Classroom discipline and quite often In the study hall Is 
one of the chief causes of failure to the beginning teacher, tack 
of discipline results In confusion which leads toward the failure 
to accomplish Instructional objectives,’3 

An overwhelming majority of beginning teachers surveyed In Lamberts 

study said that they needed help In keeping and filling out official 

records and reports as Is disclosed In the following statement! 

HI had forgotten there was such a thing as a state approved 
attendance register, and I had to start keeping It the fit?* day I 
saw It, What a mess I made,,, stated a beginning teacher,11* 

An Internship should bo required of every beginning teacher before 

complete classroom responsibility Is turned over to him Is concluded by 

Christopher In his following statements 

Many educators believe the beginning teacher should be re¬ 
quired to serve an Internship or cadetship In order that they may 
have the experience of general school routine with the responsi¬ 
bilities of such matters. He should not have the responsibilities 
of a classroom until he has demonstrated the ability to assume 
successfully that duty. 

*3Dugan, eft,, p, 81, 

^Lambert, 0£>, eft., p, 153* 
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The beginning teacher should be assigned to a master . 
teacher who will give him assistance In all areas of school prob¬ 
lems* It Is very Important that the beginning teachers realize 
that he Is teaching pupils and not subjects.IS 

Information concerning general classroom management seems to be a 

major need of the beginning teacher. Disciplinary procedures, filling out 

official records and reports, and assistance from e5<perlenced members of 

the staff should be Included In the supervisor^ program of supervision 

for the beginning teachers* 

An Internship for beginning teachers seems desirable by some authors 

prior to the beginning teacher having complete classroom responsibilities* 

The supervisor^ role tov/ard the beginning teacher Is discussed In 

the following division* 

The Role of the Supervisor 

The authors on topics relative to supervisory procedures generally 

agree that the trial and error method should be spared the beginning 

teacher and that frustration and lack of security can easily undermine 

capabilities, Initiative, and enthusiasm as Is Indicated In the following 

commentary by Christopher: 

The professional success and development of the new teacher 
Is the Joint responsibility of the principal, superintendent, the 
teacher himself, and the community. His progress must not be the 
outcome of haphazard chance and of trial and error; It must be di¬ 
rected and aided through carefully planned procedures*** 

Perhaps at no time In his chosen career does the teacher 
need as much understanding, sympathetic consideration, encourage¬ 
ment, and guidance as when he Is standing on the threshold of his 

^Lambert, op* clt** p. 153* 
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chosen career,^ 

Httchell stated what should be a goal of the schools to that of In¬ 

dustry’s costly orientation program to that of maxImum proficiency expec¬ 

tations from their employees In the following statements 

Educators may well glance at Industry’s costly orientation 
programs designed for the assurance of efficiency and productivity. 
Return on Investment Is gained only when maximum proficiency Is 
realized, Sot too, with the schools, fair return on expenditures 
Is forthcoming only upon the arrival of the teacher at the peak 
of maximum proficiency, *7 

If teaching Is to become a profession In the genuine sense of the 

term, Stoops*® feels that professional, friendly relations with the begin¬ 

ning teachers should be considered of great Importance In any plan for 

providing better supervisory leadership. 

Various authors feel that sometimes the supervisor Is guilty of 

premature and doubtful Judgments about the beginning teacher. To this 

thought, Stoops*^ concludes that criticism can only be effective after 

the supervisor has demonstrated a sympathetic understanding of the begin¬ 

ners problems. It Is very Important to give the young teacher a sense of 

Job security. 

*®Hltchell, o^. clt.. p, 86. 

tTjbld., p. 85. 

*®Stoops, oa. clt.. p. 84, 

Ibid.. p. 84. 
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The supervisor^ classroom visitations should be as Satlow^O com- 

ments, to study the teaching-learning situations with a view on assuring 

maximum attainment of educational goals with a minimum expenditure of 

psychophysical energy on the part of both teacher and pupil, 

Satlow further concludes that all pupil areas of learning should 

be observed where there Is teacher-pupil relationship In his following 

statement: 

...The opening of the unit, the ground work,the complete 
discussion, the testing, and the review. Paired visits are valu¬ 
able for Identical classes, such as checking homework and the 
next day observe how It Is being completed,.,We must then at all 
costs •follow through*,2* 

Dicky22 feels that one of the most Important means of supervision 

Is the Individual conference. The supervisor can meet the teacher man to 

man, alone, learn to know the teacher as a person and to understand him 

as an Individual. 

The objectives of a professional-Individual conference are to lead 

the teacher to determine, discover, and to analyze his own problems as Is 

presented In the following commentary by Dicky: 

Definite conclusions should be drawn from the teachers sug¬ 
gestions and every conference should end with a definite suggestion 
towards the solving of the problem. It should always end In a 
pleasant note.2^ 

20Dav!d Satlow, nA Hew Look at the Visitation Program,^ High 
Points, April, 1958, pp. 40-i4. 

21 Ibid., p. 1*3. 

22Adam Dicky, Basic Principles of Supervision. American Book 
Company, New York, I953i P* 125. 

23lbld.. p. 1*3. 
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Some equivalent of an Internship for beginning teachers Is needed 

Is also concluded by Jantzen and Stone In their following conclusions: 

One of the most valuable outcomes was evidence that begin¬ 
ning teachers need some equivalent to the Internship required of 
medical graduates. It was also demonstrated by both the Intern 
teachers and their principals that the teachers are not receiving 
the kind of assistance that they need and desire. Many princi¬ 
pals feel Inadequate In spite of previous academic training to 
give this assistance.^ 

Recognition of the deficiencies of the principal In his supervisory 

capacity to give first priority to supervision Is contained In the following 

hypotheses formulated by Jantzen and Stone: 

1. Deficiencies In supervision within the Individual school are 
results of a deficiency In the supervisory skills of the 
principal. 

2. The principal does not recognize that supervision should be 
given the first priority over all other duties for which he 
Is responsible. 

3. An on the Job training program will help to prepare the prin¬ 
cipal to assume his full responsibilities for supervision.^ 

Supervision, then Is the role of the supervisor In planning with 

teachers, helping them to set their own goals and helping them plan ways 

to meet them, and to promote the best development of Instruction possible. 

Summary 

In summarizing the review of literature It was found that the 

beginning teacher needs were grouped Into three natural areas: (1) the 

M. Jantzen and J. C. Stone, 'iMore Effective Supervision of 
Beginning Teachers.11 The Journal of Teacher Education. June, I959i 
pp. 246-248. 

25lbld.. p. 2*t8. 
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beginning teacher and his needs, (2) general classroom management, (3) the 

role of the supervisor. 

Beginning teacher needs Include the orientation of the teacher to 

the community so that he will become an active, well adjusted, and In¬ 

formed member of the community. This community orientation process Is 

the role of the supervisor, other teachers, and the people of the com¬ 

munity, Definite Information os to the operation of the various school 

services, promotion and grading policies of the school, a warm welcome 

by the local teachers organization should be a part of the orientation 

program for the beginning teacher* 

General classroom management which concerns Itself with disciplin¬ 

ary procedures, filling out official records and reports, and assistance 

from experienced members of the staff Is often a concern of the beginning 

teacher* The possible requirement of an Internship for beginnings teachers 

prior to assuming complete classroom responsibilities has been discussed 

by various authors* 

The supervisors role Is a major role In the orientation of the 

beginning teacher. His criticisms, Judgment, classroom visitations, and 

personal conferences with the new teacher should have In mind definite 

objectives* Some objectives should be to help the teacher discover his 

problems, set their own goals and help them plan to meet these goals 

which In turn will promote the best development of Instruction possible. 

An outline of procedures followed In completion of the question¬ 

naire and the study of the data are presented next* 
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CHAPTER 111 

PROCEDURES IN DETERMINING BEGINNING TEACHER HEEDS AND THE 
NORTH DAKOTA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS1 

PRACTICES IN SUPERVISION 

Tho procedures followed In this study to determine the needs of the 

beginning teacher and the North Dakota school administrators* practices In 

supervision were completed In four parts: (1) preparation of a question¬ 

naire, (2) validation of the questionnaire, (3) selection of administrators 

for participation, and (4) the analysis of the data. The first to be con¬ 

sidered was the preparation of the questionnaire. 

Preparation of the Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was compiled by the writer which contained summari- 

nations of beginning teacher needs which were described In the review of 

literature. Included In the questionnaire war© four main areas of Infor¬ 

mation desired from tho administrators on questions pertinent to beginning 

teachers: (!) orientation for the beginning teacher, (2) supervision of 

the beginning teacher, (3) administrators* philosophies of the beginning 

teacher, and (4) general Information. 

Orientation for the beginning teacher. The orientation for tho 

beginning teacher portion of the questionnaire Included 11 needs of the 

beginning teacher. These beginning teacher needs wore found In the review 

of literature and were concluded as needs In various statements made by 

the beginning teachers In previous studies. 

The administrators were asked to indicate whether they found that 

the beginning teachers under their supervision had difficulty In adjusting 

to the problems listed either os “often,‘, Msoraetlmes,,, or ,,seldom,^ In 
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addition each administrator was asked how he attempted to help the begin¬ 

ning teacher meet their needs, cither by “Individual conferences,,> “hand¬ 

books’1, or “staff meetlngs“. 

Supervision of the beginning teacher.. The questions on the super¬ 

vision of tho beginning teacher were constructed on a yes or no answer basis. 

The administrators were asked questions relative to the general supervision 

of the beginning teacher, such as, the Individual conference, Intervlsltlon 

among the teachers, and questions so stated as to determine who was dele¬ 

gated as supervisor In their schools. 

Administrators’ philosophies of the beginning teacher. The portion 

on administrators’ philosophies of the beginning teacher was also con¬ 

structed on a yes or no basis. Administrators stated their opinions on 

topics relative to the beginning teacher and the school, community, and 

the teaching profession. 

General Information. The last part of the questionnaire, general 

Information, was largely subjective In construction. The administrators 

were asked to respond to questions concerning the percentage of first year 

teachers on their staff, beginning teacher turnover in their schools, 

salaries and salary schedules, and were also asked to list a few problems 

which they considered to be of great importance to the beginning teachers 

in their schools. 

The completed questionnaires sent to the administrators contained 

questions relative in all areas of beginning teacher needs. Included were 

questions on the orientation program of the school, general supervision of 

teachers, and the administrators’ philosophies concerning the beginning 

teacher. 
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Validation of the Ouestlonnalre 

After the questionnaire was completed, Individual contacts were 

made with administrators and beginning teachers In the neighboring school 

systems for the purpose of validating construction of the questionnaire. 

The administrators and beginning teachers were asked to examine and offer 

suggestive corrections wherever needed. Some sentences needed clarifica¬ 

tion as to their meaning, therefore, sentence structure was changed. 

Selection of Administrators for Participation 

The administrators selected for participation In the study was done 

on a random basis. However, the choices were made so that each size 

classification of schools and geographic areas In the state would be in¬ 

cluded. Size classification of schools was set at three levels as to their 

high school enrollments. (1) 300 or more, class A. (2) 101-299, class B, 

and (3) 40-100, class C. A total of 75 questionnaires were sent to the 

school administrators as follows; 21 to the class A systems, 31 to the 

class 8 systems, and 23 to the class C systems. 

Analysis of the Data 

The data from the study vsfere compiled from the returns which 

totaled 61, or 81% of the questionnaires distributed. The returns on the 

questionnaire from administrators In the various size classification of 

schools were as follows; 21 from class A systems, 22 from class B 

systems, and 18 from the class C systems. The responses from the adminis¬ 

trators on all parts of the questionnaire were complied. The responses on 
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the questionnaire were then analyzed statistically by the use of Chi 

Square^ to determine whether there were significant differences In the 

pattern of responses. 

Summary 

The questionnaire sent to 75 administrators In the class A, B, and 

C size classification of schools In North Dakota included four areas of 

information requested on beginning teacher needs. (1) the orientation 

of the beginning teacher, (2) supervision of the beginning teacher, 

(3) administrators' philosophies of the beginning teacher, and (4) general 

Information. 

^Chi Square techniques, Basic Statistical Methods. N. M. Downle and 
R. W. Heath, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1959. 

Steps In the computation and use of Chi (V2) test for k Independent 
samples 

1. Cast the observed frequencies In a k x r contingency table for the 
groups and the r rows for the condition. 

2. Determine the expected frequency for each cell by finding the product 
of the marginal totals common to It and dividing this product by N. 
(N Is the sum of each group of marginal totals.) It represents the 
total number of independent observations. Inflated N's invalidates 
the test. 

3. Compute V. ^ by using the formulaX (Q ~ jj»)£ 
E 

where 0 represents the observed frequency and 
E represents the expected frequency for each cell. 

4. Determine the degrees of freedom, df. df» (k - 1) (r - 1) 

5. Determine the significance of the observed value of y 2 by reference 
to the proper tables. For a one-tailed test, halve the significance 
level shown, if the probability given for the observed value ofy*2 
for the observed value of df Is equal to or smaller than the desired 
significance level, reject H0 In favor of Hj, (transparency prepared 
for class use by Dr. John 0. Picton, Montana State College, Bozeman, 
Montana.) 
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School administrators and beginning teachers In the neighboring 

schools participated In the validation of the questionnaire. The question¬ 

naire was then revised and sent to randomly selected school administrators. 

A total of 61 out of 75, or 81% of the questionnaires sent were 

realized on the return. The data were compiled and analyzed statistically 

by means of the Chi Square technique. The data are presented In the next 

section. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE NORTH DAKOTA ADMINISTRATORS' PROGRAM 
IN SUPERVISION 

The analysis of the North Dakota Administrators's program In super¬ 

vision was divided Into the following three categories: (1) Beginning 

teacher needs as listed by the administrators, (2) Administrative proce¬ 

dures used to aid the beginning teacher, and (3) Administrators' opinions 

toward some Issues concerning the beginning teacher* The first to be 

presented Is beginning teacher needs as listed by the administrators* 

Beginning Teacher Needs as Listed by the Administrators 

Eleven beginning teacher needs were presented to the administrators 

in part I of the questionnaire. The administrators were asked to reply 

whether the beginning teachers In their schools had difficulty In ad¬ 

justing to the problems listed either as "often", "sometimes", or as 

"seldom". 

The results were analyzed by means of the Chi Square technique* 

to determine whether the pattern of responses differed from what could 

be expected by chance alone. The null hypothesis tested In each case was 

that there was no significant difference In the pattern of responses from 

what could be expected from chance alone. 

Whenever the level of significance was 10% or less the null hy¬ 

pothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted. The 

alternate hypothesis In each case was that there was a significant dif¬ 

ference In the pattern of responses other than that which could be 

*Chl Square technique, see page 18, 
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attributed to chance alone, 

Tho following are the responses from the administrators to the 

problems listed. 

The majority of the administrators replied that promotional and 

grading policies were “sometimes” a problem of the beginning teacher. 

The trend In the administrators* replies was also toward the “seldom” 

response, (see table 1) The differences In both cases were significant 

at the .001 level. 

The administrators felt that discipline In the classroom and In 

the study halls were of major importance by responding consistently In 

the “sometimes” to “often” sections In both cases, (see table 1) The 

difference In both cases were significant at the .001 level. 

There were no apparent trends toward any of the columns nor was 

there a significant difference noted In any of the following problems 

listed: keeping records, school philosophies, teacher-community relations, 

teacher-teacher harmony, community standards, (see table 1) The null 

hypothesis was therefore accepted In each case. 

Teaeher-pupU boundary apparently was not considered to be of major 

Importance as a beginning teacher problem according to the responses by 

the administrators. The administrators were consistent In checking the 

“seldom” column and the significant difference was computed at the ,001 

level. 

Host administrators checked the “sometimes” to “seldom” columns 

on the problem of lesson presentations Indicating a problem does exist 

but not conclusive as a major one. (see table 1) The differences were 

significant at the .05 level. 
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TABLE I. ADMINISTRATORS' RESPONSES AS TO THE, FREQUENCY OF BEGINNING 
TEACHER PROBLEMS IN THEIR SCHOOL SYSTEMS 

Problem Area for the 
Beqlnnlnq Teacher 

Freouencv of Problem 
Often Sometimes Seldom 

Promotion policies 5 36 18 

Grading policies 0 36 16 

Discipline In the classroom 12 3$ 9 

Discipline In the study hall 14 38 6 

Keeping records 4 28 28 

School philosophies 3 32 22 

Teacher-community relations 4 25 29 

Teacher-pupil boundaries 6 24 28 

Teacher-teacher harmony 2 17 37 

Lesson presentation 2 37 18 

Community standards 1 22 33 
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In part IV, question 7 of the questionnaire, the administrators 

were asked to list a few problems which In their opinion they considered 

to be of great Importance to the beginning teachers In their school 

systems* The following Is a summarized report from the questionnaire 

which the administrators reported to be of Importance In their schools. 

The discipline problem was reported by 14 administrators. Seven 

reported that beginning teachers had problems In adjusting to other 

members of the faculty and to school facilities. Seven administrators 

also reported that beginning teachers were prone to textbook teaching. 

Six responses were noted In that beginning teachers become too familiar 

with the students and that they had difficulty In adjusting to the com¬ 

munity. Five responses were received from the administrators In each of 

the following problems: lack of professional preparation, teacher 

assuming responsibilities, and that the teacher was too concerned about 

receiving additional payment for the extra time he spends outside his 

normal duties. The recognition of the Individual differences In the 

students as a beginning teacher problem was brought out by four adminis¬ 

trators. 

In summarizing the portion of the questionnaire concerning the 

beginning teacher needs as listed by the administrators, It was found 

that there was a definite trend In responses by the administrators toward 

the following problems: promotion end grading, “sometimes to often’^ 

teacher-pupil boundaries, “seldom to sometimes11* In each of the above 

problems the differences were significant at the .001 level as analyzed 

by the Chi Square technique.2 

2Chl Square technique, see page 18 
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The “sometimes*' to "seldom" responses by the administrators In the 

lesson presentation problem was significant at the ,05 level. There were 

no apparent patterns of responses by the administrators toward the fol¬ 

lowing teacher problems: keeping records, school philosophies, teacher- 

community relations, teacher-teacher harmoney, and community standards. 

The null hypothesis was therefore accepted In each case. 

Administrative procedures used by the North Dakota administrators 

to aid the beginning teachers as compiled from the results of the question¬ 

naire Is presented In the next division. 

Administrative Procedures Used to Aid the Beginning Teacher 

Administrative procedures to aid the beginning teacher were con¬ 

tained In all four parts of the questionnaire. 

In section 2 of part I, (see appendix or table 2) administrators 

were asked to check the appropriate columns which best described the 

manner In which they attempted to aid the beginning teacher In the 

eleven beginning teacher problems listed. The three columns to bo 

checked were entitled: Individual conferences, handbooks, staff meetings. 

The results were analyzed by means of Chi-Square technique^ to 

determine whether the pattern of responses differed from what could be 

expected by chance alone. The responses from the administrators on 
■ jV, 

section 2 of part l are as follows: A significant majority of adminis¬ 

trators, (see table 2) reported that they used the individual conferences 

with the beginning teachers as a method of providing assistance on the 

following problems: discipline in the classroom and study halls, teacher- 

pupil boundaries, teacher-teacher harmony, and lesson presentations. The 

difference in all cases were significant at the ,001 level. Staff 
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TABU 2, ADMINISTRATORS1 RESPONSES OH SUPERVISORY PRACTICES FOR THE BEGIN* 
MING TEACHER 

Beginning teacher problem Suocrvlsorv practices 
Ind. con. Handbooks Staff rates. 

Promotion policies 37 24 38 

Grading policies 33 26 41 

Discipline In the classroom 52 12 29 

Discipline In the study hall 55 13 33 

Keeping records 21 IS 41 

School philosophies 17 26 44 

Teacher-community relations 27 14 35 

Teacher-pupil boundaries 43 8 29 

Teacher-teacher harmony 34 9 30 

lesson presentations 43 9 24 

Community standards 28 13 36 
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meetings were being used as a device to aid the beginning teachers to a sig¬ 

nificant degree In the problems of keeping records, school philosophies and 

community standards. The differences were significant at the ,01 level In 

the responses on keeping records, school philosophies and community standards. 

The difference was significant at the ,02 level on the problem of community 

relations, (see table 2) There were no apparent trends toward any of the 

columns nor wore there significant differences noted In problems of pro¬ 

motion and grading, (see table 2) The null hypothesis was therefore 

accepted In each case. 

Part It of the questionnaire, supervision of the beginning teacher, 

was completed on a yes or no basis, (see table 3) The responses to the 

questions from the administrators follow. 

Question 1. Do most teachers welcome the administrators' visits In 

the classroom? The yes column was checked consistently. The difference 

was significant at the .001 level. 

Question 2. Have you observed each teacher In her classroom presen¬ 

tations at least six times this year. No apparent trend was indicated, 

therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted. 

Questions 3, 4, and 5. Questions which determined the Individual 

designated as supervisory were Included In these three questions. The 

administrators responding to these questions Indicated that the superin¬ 

tendent was usually In charge of supervision. The difference was signifi¬ 

cant at the ,01 level. 

Question 6. Are individual conferences scheduled Immediately fol¬ 

lowing the visitation? The administrators' responses showed no apparent 

trend In either column. The null hypothesis was accepted. 
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TABLE 3- ADMINISTRATORS' RESPONSES OH QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO SUPERVISORY 
PRACTICES FOR THE BEGINNING TEACHER 

Responses Related questions on supervisory practices 
Yes No 

48 12 * Do most teachers welcome the administrators’ visits 
In the classroom? 

25 36 Have you observed each teacher In her classroom pres¬ 
entations at least six times this year? 

41 20 Is the Superintendent In charge of supervision for 
these teachers? 

31 29 Is the Principal In charge of supervision for these 
teachers? 

20 40 Do you have a specified Individual designated as 
supervisor for these teachers? 

37 25 Are Individual conferences scheduled Immediately 
following the visitations? 

40 18 Do you have individual conferences over a cup of 
coffee or In seme other Informal atmosphere? 

18 43 Are your Individual conferences held in a formal 
atmosphere? 

38 21 Are other experienced members of the staff used In 
guidance for these teachers? 

20 41 Are these beginning teachers given the opportunity to 
observe other teachers in their classrooms for ob¬ 
servation purposes? 

53 , 4 Do you believe intervisltation among teachers has 
raerl t? 
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Questions 7 and 8. These two questions were so stated as to determine 

the formal or Informal atmospheres of the Individual conferences. It was 

apparent from the responses to both questions that the Individual conferences 

were generally held on an Informal basis. The difference was significant 

at the .01 level. 

Questions Are other experienced members of the staff used In 

guidance for these teachers? Responses In the yes column were of the 

majority Indicating that other members of the staff were used as guidance 

personnel for the beginning teachers. The difference was significant at 

the .05 level. 

Question 10. Are these beginning teachers given the opportunity to 

observe other teachers in their classrooms for observation purposes? The 

majority of the administrators responded that the beginning teachers wore 

not given the opportunity to observe other teachers In their classrooms. 

The difference was significant at the .01 level. 

Question U. Do you believe intervls!tatlon among teachers has merit? 

Nearly 93% of the administrators felt that fntervlsitatfons among teachers 

has merit. However, only 35% of the administrators responding to the 

questionnaire gave their teachers the opportunity to observe other teachers 

in their classrooms. The difference was significant at the .001 level. 

Questions 8, 9, 10, and 11 In part III of the questionnaire were also 

answered on a yes or no basis, (see table It) The responses from the 

administrators follow. 

Questions 8 and 9 were so stated to determine whether handbooks were 

used In the schools. It was conclusive that the majority of administrators 

used some form of handbook to aid the beginning teachers. The difference 
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TABLE 4. ADMINISTRATORS' RESPONSES ON QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PHILOSOPHIES 
OF ADMINISTRATORS ON THE BEGINNING TEACHER 

Responses Questions on the Administrators1 Philosophies con- 
Yes No corning the beginning teacher 

so 11 Should a teacher be free to participate In political 
party activities? 

?3 45 Should a teacher feel free to entertainment In the 
local nightclubs? 

14 43 Do you feel proper screening has taken place In the 
colleges? 

47 14 Do you feel a cadetship or Internship of one year 
would be considered feasible and of high merit 
In the teaching profession? 

26 29 Is the teacher always right In the presence of the 
parent and administrator? 

' ^ 
55 ^ 6 Should teachers take an active part In planning 

the curriculum and scheduling? 

47 13 Are housing standards In your community suitable for 
teachers? 

42 i9 Do you furnish teacher handbooks In your system? 

49 12 Do you have some form of handbook to guide the teacher 

58 3 Do you have one or more pre-school teacher meetings? 

40 21 Is a letter of welcome sent to all new teachers after 
they have contracted? 

22 35 Do you always demand excelience from the beginning 
teacher? 
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was significant at the .01 level on question 8 the .001 level to question 

9. 

Question 10. Do you have one or more pre-school teacher meetings? 

Ninety-five percent of the administrators Indicated that they have at 

least one or more pre-school teacher meetings. The difference was signifi¬ 

cant at the .001 level. 

Question 11. Is a letter of welcome sent to all new teachers after 

they have contracted? A majority of the administrators responded that 

they sent a letter of welcome to all new teachers after they have signed 

their contracts. The difference was significant at the .02 level. 

The responses from the administrators on question three of part IV 

In the questionnaire, nTo whom are the teachers advised to go to with 

their prob1ems?M Indicated that the superintendent was usually the one the 

beginning teachers went to with their problems. Some doubled responses 

were received which showed that the superintendent was listed in hi re¬ 

sponses, the principal In 34 responses, and seven listed other teachers. 

In question four, part IV of the questionnaire the responses were 

also on a yes or no basis. “Do you aid the teacher In making social con- 

tacts?11 The majority of the administrators assisted the beginning teachers 

In making social contacts. The difference was significant at the ,01 level. 

In summarizing administrative procedures used to aid the beginning 

teacher, It was found that the majority of the administrators used the 

Individual conferences In the following beginning teacher problems: dis¬ 

cipline In the classroom and the study halls, teacher-teacher harmony, 

teacher-pupil boundaries, and lesson presentations. Staff meetings were 

used to a significant degree In the problems of keeping records, school 
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philosophies, cctsmunlty standards, and teach©r-comraun!ty relations. There 

were no apparent trends In the responses toward any column In the problems 

of promotion and grading. The teachers do welcome the administrators to 

visit their classrooms. Individual conferences follow the visitations In 

most cases, however, no difference of significance was noted. The Indi¬ 

vidual conferences were also held In an Informal atmosphere according to 

the administrators* responses. Beginning teachers were not given the 

opportunity to visit other teachers In their classrooms, but 93% of the 

administrators felt that an Intervlsftatlon program has merit. It was 

conclusive that a handbook of some kind was available to the beginning 

teacher and the administrator helped the beginning teacher make social 

contacts. A majority of the administrators used a letter of welcome for 

the new teacher and that they had at least one or more pre-school teacher 

meetings. 

Administrators* opinions toward some Issues concerning the begin¬ 

ning teacher Is presented In the next division. 

Administrators* Opinions Toward Some Issues Concerning 
the Beginning Teacher 

The administrators* opinions toward some Issues concerning the 

beginning teacher were contained In parts HI and IV of the questionnaire. 

In part HI (see appendix or table 4) the administrators were asked 

to check either the yes or no choice. The questions were concerned with 

general philosophies the administrators had concerning the beginning 

teacher. 
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The results were analyzed by weans of the Chi Square technique** to 

determine whether the pattern of responses differed from what could be ex¬ 

pected by chance alone. The analysis to the questions In part III are as 

follows; 

Question !. Should a teacher be free to participate In political 

activities? A significant number of administrators felt that teachers 

should be free to participate In political activities. The difference was 

significant at the .001 level. 

Question 2. Should a teacher feel free to entertain In the local 

nightclubs? The majority of the administrators concluded that teachers 

should not feel free to entertain at the local nightclubs. The difference 

was significant at the .001 level. 

Question 3. Do you feel proper screening has taken place In the 

colleges? Proper screening has not taken place In the colleges as Indi¬ 

cated by the responses from administrators. The difference of significance 

was at the .001 level. 

Question 4. Do you feel a cadetship or Internship of one year 

would be considered feasible and of high merit In the teaching profession? 

The administrators felt that a cadotshfp or Internship would be feasible 

In the teaching profession. The difference was significant at the .001 

level. 

Is the teacher always right In the presence of the parent and admin¬ 

istrator? There was no apparent trend In the responses by the administra¬ 

tors, therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted. 

**Chl Square technique, see page 18. 
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Question 6, Should teachers take part In curriculum planning and 

scheduling? Hlnety-one percent of the administrators felt that teachers 

should participate In scheduling and curriculum planning. The difference 

was significant at the ,001 level. 

Question 7, Are housing standards In your community suitable for 

teachers? Housing standards seem suitable for teachers as indicated by 

the responses from the administrators. The difference was significant at 

the .001 level. 

Question 12. Do you demand excellence from the beginning teacher? 

There was no difference of significance from the responses, therefore, the 

null hypothesis was accepted. 

In part IV, questions one and two, were stated as to determine the 

percentage of first year teachers In the schoolisystems and the percent of 

first teachers remaining more than one year. Responses from the admln!s« 

trators Indicated that an average of 10% of the teaching staff ore begin¬ 

ning teachers. Approximately 90-95% of the beginning teachers remain In 

their schools for two years. 

Questions seven and twelve of part IV were stated to determine the 

starting salaries and the adequacy of the salaries for the beginning degree 

teachers. The starting salary for beginning degree teachers as determined 

by the responses from the administrators is approximately $4600, and the 

administrators were not In agreement as to whether or not this was an ade¬ 

quate salary. The yes responses totaled 24, and the no responses totaled 

24, 

The sunsnarl rations of administrators* responses on their philosophies 

concerning the beginning concluded that teachers should feel free to 
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participate In political activities In the community* and should not feel 

free to entertain In the local nightclubs. The responses also Indicated 

that administrators felt that proper screening of teachers has not taken 

place In the colleges. They also felt that an Internship or cadetship 

v&uld be feasible. The starting salary for beginning degree teachers was 

approximately $4600, No conclusions as to Its adequacy or Inadequacy 

could be formed from the administrators1 responses. 

Summary 

The North Dakota administrator's program In supervision was analyzed 

from the responses to the questionnaire. The results were analyzed by 

means of the Chi Square technique to determine whether the pattern of 

responses differed from what could be expected by chance alone. 

Eleven problems of the beginning teachers were presented to the 

North Dakota administrators for their comments as to whether each problem 

listed was a beginning teacher problem In their school. The administrators 

checked either "often”, "sometimes”, or "seldom" whichever best described 

the problem In their school as to Its frequency. 

It was found that the problem of promotion, grading, end lesson 

presentation Indicated a trend toward the "sometimes" to "seldom"; dis¬ 

cipline In the classroom and study hall, "sometimes" to "often"; and no 

apparent pattern of responses were observed In the problems of keeping 

records, school philosophies, teacher-teacher and teacher-community rela¬ 

tions, and community standards. 

Informal Individual conferences were used by the administrators 

with beginning teachers to a large degree as well as staff meetings, i<,‘ 

Teacher handbooks were not too numerous, although some form of handbook 
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was generally used. 

Teachers generally welcome a visit from tho supervisor as was Indi¬ 

cated, however, whether an Individual conference was held Immediately after 

the visit could not be determined. Ninety-three percent of the administra¬ 

tors felt that an Intervlsltatlon program among teachers had merit but few 

teachers were given this opportunity. The administrators used a letter of 

welcome for all new teachers and had at least one or more pre-school teacher 

meetings. 

The typical North Dakota beginning degree teacher according to the 

administrators1 responses earns an average salary of $4600; comprises 10% 

of the teaching staff; 50-55% return the second year; should not feel free 
3 

to entertain In local nightclubs; and should feel free to participate In 

political activities In the community. Administrators also Indicated that 
i 

they felt that proper screening has not taken place In the colleges and 

that an Internship or cadetship for the beginning teacher would be feasible 

to the profession. 

The simmary, conclusions, and recommendations of this study Is 

presented next. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, COMCLUSIOHS, AHO RECOMMENDATIONS 

It was tho purpose of this study to determine the basic needs of a 

beginning teacher and how the North Dakota school administrators were 

meeting the needs of tho beginning teacher under their supervision. 

Summary 

A survey of literature was completed to determine tho major needs 

of the beginning teacher. A questionnaire was sent to 75 randomly selected 

school administrators In North Dakota according to size classification of 

the school. The size classification of schools was determined by the 

v/rlter according to their high school enrollments as follows: (1) 300 or 

more, class A, (2) 101-2S9* class B, and (3) 40-100, class C, An 81% 

return on the questionnaire was realized. Hie data were complied and 

analyzed statistically by means of the Chi Square technique.^ 

Beginning teacher needs were grouped Into three natural areas: 

(1) the beginning teacher and his needs, (2) general classroom management, 

and (3) the role of the supervisor. 

Beginning teacher needs Include tho orientation of the teacher to 

the community, definite Information as to the operation of the various 

school services, promotion and grading policies, and a warm welcome by the 

local teachers* organization. 

General classroom management concerned itself with disciplinary pro¬ 

cedures, filling out official reports and records, and assistance from 

*Cht Square technique, see page 18. 
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experienced members of the staff* The possibility of a required Intern¬ 

ship for beginning teachers before he assumes complete classroom responsi¬ 

bility was discussed by various authors* 

The supervisors* role Is a major role In the orientation of the 

beginning teacher* Some objectives of the supervisor should be to help 

the teacher discover his problems, set his own goals, and help him plan 

to meet these goals which In turn will promote the best development of 

Instruction possible* 

Eleven problems of the beginning teachers were presented to the 

Horth Dakota administrators In the questionnaire for their comments as to 

whether each problem listed was a beginning teacher problem In their 

school* The administrators checked either "often11, "sometimes", or "sel¬ 

dom", whichever best described the problem In their school as to Its 

frequency* 

The analysis of the questionnaire revealed that the problems of 

promotion, grading, and lesson presentation Indicated a trend toward the 

sometimes to seldom; discipline In the class room and study hall, sometimes 

to often; and no apparent pattern of responses ware observed In the prob¬ 

lems of keeping records, school philosophies, teacher-teacher and teacher- 

community relations, and community standards* 

Informal Individual conferences were used by the administrators with 

beginning teachers to a large degree as well as staff meetings* Teacher 

handbooks were not common although some form of handbook was usually used* 

Teachers generally welcome a visit from the supervisor as was Indi¬ 

cated, however, whether the Individual conference Immediately followed the 

visit could not be determined. 
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Ntnoty-three percent of the administrators felt that an Intervlslta- 

tfon program among teachers had merit but few teachers wero given this op¬ 

portunity* 

The administrators used a letter of welcome for all new teachers and 

had at least one or more pre-school teacher meetings. 

The typical Horth Dakota beginning degree teacher according to the 

administrators * responses receives on average salary of $4600, comprises 

10% of the teaching staff, 90-95% return the second year, should feel free 

to participate In political activities In the community, and should not 

feel free to entertain In the local night clubs. 

Administrators also Indicated that they felt that proper screening 

has not taken place In the colleges and that an Internship or cadetship 

for the beginning teacher would be considered feasible to the teaching 

profession. 

Conclusions 

The greatest areas of concern to the beginning teacher In North 

Dakota schools according to their administrators seem to be discipline 

procedures, grading, promotional policies and lesson presentations. 

The most common supervisory technique practiced by the North Dakota 

administrators seems to be the Individual conference. Handbooks for the 

teachers were not too common. 

An Intervisitation program for the teachers of a school Is accept¬ 

able and recommended by the administrators* It Is then evident that such 

a program should be used and be brought out and proposed to the teachers. 

Beginning teacher salaries have Increased considerably during the 

past five years. The administrators were equally divided as to whether 



or not the salaries wore adequate* 

Proper screening of beginning teachers before certification by the 

colleges or some other certifying agency Is an area which should be Im¬ 

proved. This Is apparently of major concern to the administrators. 

Recommenda 11ons 

This survey on beginning teacher needs and the determining of the \ 
... ■ ; x 

North Dakota school administrators1 practices In supervision revealed some V 
\ 

areas of supervision which need Improvement and some new practices which 

at the present time are not being used extensively that could be. The 

following recommendations are submitted: 

1. Administrators must constantly be aware that their major purpose 

as administrator Is to Improve Instruction. The supervision of 

a teacher must then be practiced with the same purpose. It must 

be constructive and continuous. 

2. The Individual conference with the beginning teacher after the 

administrators* class visitation should follow as soon as pos¬ 

sible. 

3. Administrators should allow the teachers under their supervision 

the opportunity to participate In an Intervisitation program 

among the teachers. Through the leadership of the administrator A 

the teachers may develop such a program among themselves* \ 
■ ’ • \ 

4. Further study and experimentation In the possibility of an Intern-v > 

ship or cadetship for teachers would be an Important contribution 

to the teaching profession and of major benefit toward the con¬ 

tinuous evaluation of Instruction. 

\ 
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Palermo, North Dakota 
Hay 7, 1963 

Adnlnlstrators 

t realize the full Impact of administrative details vdilch have caught 
up with you at this time of the year, but would you do me this favor 
and complete the short enclosed questionnaire and return ft to me as 
soon as possible# 

I am compiling Information for my paper as a final requirement for my 
Masters Degree at Montana State College. The topic of concern Is how 
the acfalnlstrators of North Dakota cope with and help solve the various 
problems of the beginning teachers. V/e all realize the problems of 
these beginning teachers and have met with a varied number of them* 

Some questions may scan quite personal, however, I mean no offense and 
of course all completed questionnaires will be kept In strict confidence. 

Sincerely yours, 

i ; 

Peter M. Gefroh 



I* Orientation for the Beginning Teacher: 
By ray review of literature* I have listed below some areas In which 
beginning teachers seem to have problems In adjusting to a new en¬ 
vironment. Kindly check the columns which best refer to your system* 

The teachers have , As to their freeuenev 
Attempt to help 
them bv 

1
 v

1 1 11 r" 

Is made In 
difficulty In ad¬ 
justing to 

Often Some¬ 
times 

Seldom Ind. 
Confer¬ 
ence 

Hand¬ 
books 

Staff 
meetings 

Promotion oollcles 
GrodJnq oollcles 
Discipline In the 

classroom 
Discipline In the 

study hall 
KeenInn records 
School philosophies 
Teachcr-commun 1 ty 

relations 
Teacher-pupil 

boundaries 
Teacher-teacher 

harmony 
Lesson presentation 
Community standards 

II* Supervision of the Beginning Teacher. Check one* yes or no. 

Yes Jlo 

1, i Do most teachers welcome the administrators visits In the 
classroom? 

2* _ Have you observed each teacher In her classroom presentations 
at least six times this year? 

3.   Is the Superintendent In charge of supervision for these 
teachers? 

4. ' Is the Principal In charge of supervision for these teachers? 
5* _ _ Bo you have a specified Individual designated as supervisor 

for these teachers. 
6* Are Individual conferences scheduled Inmedlatoly following tho 

visitation? 
7*   Bo you have these Individual conferences over a cup of coffee 

or soma other Informal atmosphere? 
8. Are your Individual conferences held In a formal atmosphere? 
9, Are other experienced members of the staff used In guidance 

for these teachers? 
these beginning teachers given the opportunity to observe 

other teachers In their classrooms for observation purposes? 
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Yes No 

Do you believe Intervlsltatlon among teachers has merit? 

Ill, Your philosophies of the beginning teacher. Answer yes or no. 

l. Should a teacher be free to participate In political party 
activities? 
Should a teacher feel free to entertainment In the local 
nightclubs? 
Do you feel proper screening has taken place In the colleges? 
Do you feel a cadetship or Internship of one year would be 
considered feasible and of high merit In the teaching profession? 
Is the teacher always right In the presence of the parent and 
administrator? 
Should teachers take part In curriculum and scheduling? 
Are housing standards In your community suitable for teachers? 
Do you furnish teacher handbooks In your system? 
Do you have some form of handbook to guide the teacher? 
Do you have one or more pre-school teacher meetings? 
Is a letter of welcome sent to all new teachers after they 
have contracted? 
Do you always demand excellence from the beginning teacher? 

IV, General: 

l# What percentage of teachers In your system are usually first year 
teachers? 

2. What percentage of the first year teachers remain In your system for 
two years? 

3. To whom are the teachers advised to go to with their problems or where 
do they go? 

4. Do you aid the teachers In making social contacts? 
5. What Is the starting salary schedule for beginning degree teachers? 

6. Do you feel this salary Is adequate for the beginning teacher? Yes 
No 

7* In your opinion, list a few problems which you consider to be of great 
Importance to the beginning teachers In your system? 


